ID+ 3.5" & 4.5" CYLINDERS
The ID+ Cylinder series was designed to provide a companion to the downlight family, with matching aperture sizes. The 3.5" and 4.5" suspended, swivel stem or surface mount cylinders feature a single-piece die-cast reflector, a knife edge, and a decorative reveal, adding a subtle sophistication to commercial spaces.
**Canopy Options**

Canopies provide a cohesive look and block the visibility to mechanical elements.

**Exterior Finishes**

Standard finish options and custom RAL color values can be specified to create a unified aesthetic or make a bold statement.

**Decorative Reveal**

A glowing or non-glowing reveal enhances the aesthetic and serves as a heat vent.

**Knife Edge**

Provides a refined aesthetic and unified look with matching apertures to the trimless downlights.

**Color**

Two warm dim options, from 3000K to 1800K or 2700K to 1800K closely mimic the black body curves of halogen and incandescent light sources. Together with a range of standard white color temperatures, from 2700K to 4000K, they provide the flexibility to modulate the ambiance of a space from vibrant to cozy.

**Optics & Performance**

Two optic options, 50° and 80° cut-off cones, and a selection of distributions make the ID+ Cylinders the ideal solution for commercial, residential, healthcare and hospitality applications, controlling brightness and minimizing scalloping on walls.

**Control**

ID+ Cylinders are also PoE compatible, integrating with building automation systems through standard Ethernet cables to help improve overall building efficiencies and maximize energy savings.
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ID+ Downlight Companions

Set the mood with ambient illumination, highlight areas for task lighting or showcase architectural elements with the ID+ Downlight family. The complete family delivers design flexibility with multiple lumen outputs, beam spread options, and a variety of trim and reflector finishes.

Bring it all together in mixed ceiling applications with 3.5" and 4.5" Trimless Downlights and ID+ Cylinders, with matching aperture sizes.